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OPPOSITE: Paul Cézanne. The Flowered Vase (Le Vase Fleuri) (detail), 1896–1898. BF.44. Image © 2017 The Barnes Foundation
In the preface to Art and Education, published in 1929, Dr. Albert C. Barnes stated that art is “a source of insight into the world, for which there is and can be no substitute.” In 2016, we celebrated this sentiment by sharing the power of art with a wider and more diverse audience than ever before, increasing our service to the community, and deepening our commitment to arts education and to the progressive methods of learning and education that are central to our mission. As we enter this coming momentous year—our fifth on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway—we reflect upon our accomplishments and gratefully acknowledge those who make our work possible.

For the Barnes, 2016 was a year punctuated by many great achievements—all of which are a testament to Dr. Barnes’s vision and the Foundation’s role as an essential and vibrant cultural resource for Philadelphia and the world. We welcomed over 265,000 visitors from across our city and around the globe to experience and study the world-renowned collection, see our critically-acclaimed exhibition program, and participate in our award-winning educational programs. We welcomed Pamela D. Bundy, president and CEO of Bundy Development Corporation, to the Board of Trustees, and expanded the Barnes executive team to include some of the leading professionals in the field. We deepened our dedication to the production of new scholarship, and extended the reach and impact of the knowledge we create through myriad public programs and innovative cultural partnerships.

Our advancement wouldn’t be possible without the steadfast dedication and generous support of the many foundations, corporations, government agencies, private donors, and the more than 16,000 members we are fortunate to count as part of the Barnes community. We are grateful to our new donors and members and to those who have deepened their relationship with the Barnes this year.

On behalf of my fellow Trustees, thank you for recognizing the importance of our artistic and educational mission and for helping us enrich the lives of art appreciators of all ages and from all walks of life. As we look ahead to our fifth anniversary festivities taking place in fall 2017, we honor our founder’s legacy, celebrate our accomplishments to date, and look forward to sharing with you a future of growth, innovation, and discovery.

Joseph Neubauer
Chair
Letter from the Executive Director and President

Dear friends,

Supporters like you appreciate the powerful influence of art on our society and on individual lives worldwide. Your role in advancing our educational and artistic mission is instrumental to our success, and we are grateful to count you as members of the Barnes community.

As we enter our fifth year on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway, I am pleased to recognize the Barnes’s recent achievements. In 2016, we made great strides towards accomplishing the objectives laid out in our strategic plan, which is designed to advance institutional goals for the years ahead. We welcomed three dynamic leaders to the Barnes staff: Sylvie Patry as deputy director for collections & exhibitions and Gund Family Chief Curator, Shelley Bernstein as deputy director for digital initiatives and chief experience officer, and Nina Diefenbach as deputy director for advancement.

The heart of our mission is education, and we remain committed to increasing access and educational opportunities for our visitors and students. In the fall, we convened leading scholars from around the world for an unprecedented symposium exploring the life and work of Henri Matisse. We built on Dr. Barnes’s groundbreaking approach to teaching visual literacy by launching an expanded adult education program, featuring new course offerings, reduced fees, and need-based full scholarships. In cooperation with the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, our students now have the opportunity to receive undergraduate academic credit for select classes at the Barnes. We believe the arts belong in every child’s education, and this year our K–8 outreach programs—designed to foster children’s literacy and cross-cultural understanding—served thousands of students in the School District of Philadelphia.

In 2016, we presented three critically acclaimed exhibitions that explored themes, histories, and artistic strategies present in the Barnes collection: Picasso: The Great War, Experimentation and Change, organized in partnership with the Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio; Nari Ward: Sun Splashed, a mid-career survey of Jamaica-born, Harlem-based contemporary artist Nari Ward; and our first-ever photography exhibition, Live and Life Will Give You Pictures: Masterworks of French Photography, 1890–1950, drawn from the extraordinary private collection of Michael Mattis and Judy Hochberg.

With Shelley Bernstein’s leadership, we are invigorating our exploration of the digital frontier and creating strategies for more individualized visitor engagement. And we are committed to progressive initiatives that will expand our services for the Philadelphia community and beyond.

I want to express my sincere gratitude to our Board of Trustees for their invaluable counsel. For their work as advocates of our public mission, I also want to thank our docents and volunteers and my colleagues on the Barnes staff.

My heartfelt thanks to our donors and members for their generous support. Your sustained commitments are essential to our growth, success, and continued innovation.

Thom Collins
Executive Director and President
OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES
OF THE BARNES FOUNDATION
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The Board of Trustees and staff of the Barnes Foundation thank the individuals, corporations, and foundations mentioned in this report and the many unnamed friends who have joined us this year and in past years to support our service to the community. Your generosity has made the Barnes Foundation a vibrant cultural and educational resource that touches hundreds of thousands of lives every year.

Pamela D. Bundy, president and CEO of Bundy Development Corporation, was elected to the Board of Trustees of the Barnes Foundation upon nomination by Lincoln University.

Shelley Bernstein was named deputy director for digital initiatives and chief experience officer, Nina McNeely Diefenbach was named deputy director for advancement, and Sylvie Patry was named deputy director for collections & exhibitions and Gund Family Chief Curator.
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BOARD COMMITTEES
Expanded Education Program for Adults

In September 2016, the Barnes Foundation launched an expansion of its pioneering adult education program. The Barnes-de Mazia Education Program builds on Dr. Albert C. Barnes’s ground-breaking approach to teaching visual literacy and the original teachings of Barnes, Violette de Mazia, and John Dewey, which emphasize the formal analysis of art and reflect progressive education philosophies of the 1920s. The expanded curriculum includes new course offerings that complement the Barnes method and highlight other interpretive approaches: classes based on historical context and classes that explore materials and techniques. The expanded program also features reduced fees, need-based full scholarships to improve access to the program—44 scholarships were awarded in fall 2016—and, in cooperation with the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the opportunity for students to receive undergraduate academic credit for select classes they take at the Barnes. In fall 2016, nearly 300 students participated in the Barnes-de Mazia Education Program.

Looking at Matisse Today: A Symposium

The Barnes Foundation presented an international symposium, Looking at Matisse Today, October 13–15, 2016. The symposium was organized by Sylvie Patry, deputy director for collections & exhibitions and Gund Family Chief Curator, and inspired by the publication of Matisse in the Barnes Foundation, the three-volume catalogue raisonné, edited by Yve-Alain Bois, of the Barnes Foundation’s Matisse collection. An unprecedented symposium exploring Matisse’s life and work, Looking at Matisse Today brought together leading international scholars to share new research and probe possible fresh approaches to Matisse’s work, both with...
regard to his iconic works and within the larger context of the history of modernism. More than 150 people attended the symposium and an additional 450 people viewed the symposium through a live stream.

Looking at Matisse Today: A Symposium was sponsored by Freeman’s and American Airlines, with generous support from the Georges Lurcy Charitable and Educational Trust; the Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo; Brilliant Graphics; and individual donors.

Pre-K–High School Outreach Programs

The Barnes Foundation smART Fund for Education, established by GSK, is an endowment that provides generous annual support for education outreach programs for K–8 students in the School District of Philadelphia (SDP). Education outreach programs are also generously supported by corporate, foundation, and individual gifts. The Barnes offers the following programs for city students: Pictures and Words (grades K–3), Art Speaks (grade 4), Art of Looking (grades 5–6), and Crossing Boundaries (grades 7–8). Over 7,500 students were served by these programs this year. Look! Reflect! Connect!, a PNC Grow Up Great Program, served 400 pre-kindergarten students and 40 teachers at seven early childhood centers in the SDP.

The Barnes Foundation gratefully acknowledges our donors for their generous support of education outreach programs. Pictures and Words is supported by Boeing and TD Charitable Foundation. Art of Looking is supported by The Connelly Foundation. Crossing Boundaries is supported by PECO, the National Endowment for the Arts, The 25th Century Foundation, and The Connelly Foundation.

Additional support is provided by the Louis N. Casset Foundation, Chubb, Elliott-Lewis, Giorgi Family Foundation, the Hamilton Family Foundation, the Syde Hurdus Foundation, Kline & Specter, The Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation, M&T Bank, the Samuel P. Mandell Foundation, J.P. Masaro & Sons, Origlio Beverage, Joan and Bernard Spain, Universal Health Services of Pennsylvania, The Victory Foundation, Wells Fargo, an anonymous donor, and an anonymous foundation.

Subaru of America has generously supported K–8 outreach programs by providing a vehicle for Barnes educators to use to travel to city schools.

Educational Tour Programs

The Barnes welcomes students from first grade through high school for educational tours of the collection and exhibitions. The education department individualizes the tour experience for each visit, depending on the classroom teacher’s stated goals. Approximately 2,500 students visited the Barnes this year for single-visit themed tours of the collection.

College Access

This year, the Barnes continued its college access program, offering free admission on weekdays to all undergraduate and graduate students. With this initiative, the Barnes also provided free general admission on Sundays to K–12 teachers from the School District of Philadelphia and in Philadelphia’s parochial schools. This expanded access was made possible by a $1 Million Match Opportunity, provided by an anonymous donor, which matched funds raised through increases in annual memberships as well as new Barnes memberships.

Internship Program

The Barnes Foundation offers internships for undergraduate and graduate students seeking job experience and continued education. In 2016, the Barnes was fortunate to host 29 talented and enthusiastic interns from 18 colleges and universities around the world for spring, summer, and fall internships in the Foundation’s various departments. The Barnes also hosted two high-school interns—including one through the Urban Affairs Coalition’s WorkReady program—and two students from the arts organization Studio in a School.

Partnership with Campus Philly

In July 2016, the Barnes Foundation welcomed nearly 200 college students for Campus Philly’s annual My Philly Summer party. This event was an introduction to the Barnes for students participating in internships at various Philadelphia organizations. The student interns participated in networking activities and enjoyed access to the collection and special exhibition.

In November, the Barnes and Campus Philly hosted the second annual Open Arts College Night at the Barnes. Approximately 350 college students attended the event, which included after-hours access to the collection and special exhibition, along with live music and performances.
Exhibitions

Picasso: The Great War, Experimentation and Change (February 21–May 9, 2016)

Organized in partnership with the Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio, Picasso: The Great War, Experimentation and Change examined the dramatic fluctuations in Picasso’s style during the period surrounding the First World War, from 1912 to 1924. Inspired by Picasso’s Still Life with Compote and Glass (1914–1915) at the Columbus Museum and by the Barnes’s extensive Picasso holdings, the exhibition presented 50 works by Picasso drawn from major American and European museums and private collections. The show featured oil paintings, watercolors, drawings, and four costumes Picasso designed for an avant-garde ballet, Parade, in 1917, along with several pieces by Picasso’s contemporaries, including Georges Braque and Henri Matisse.

Picasso: The Great War, Experimentation and Change was curated by Simonetta Fraquelli, an independent curator and specialist in early 20th-century European art. The managing curator at the Barnes Foundation was Martha Lucy, deputy director for education & public programs and curator. The managing

“The thought-provoking exhibition Picasso: the Great War, Experimentation and Change...attempts to find reasons for these swings [between cubism and classicism] by examining the strikingly diverse works Picasso made between 1912 and 1924 in relation to those problematic times.”—The Wall Street Journal
EXHIBITIONS

Nari Ward: Sun Splashed (June 24–August 22, 2016)
A mid-career survey of the found-object assemblage art of Nari Ward, *Sun Splashed* was the most significant exhibition of Ward’s work to date and brought together over 30 works from the 1990s to the present. The exhibition offered a close look at the ongoing investigations, both material and intellectual, that have guided the artist’s practice for more than 20 years. Animated by flânerie—the artistic leisurely strolling, window-shopping, and people-watching of the bohemian artist/poet and an important strategy of the French impressionists—and referencing African tribal art, Ward’s oeuvre resonates with the Barnes collection and speaks with penetrating insight and imagination to a broad range of subjects, including black history and culture, the dynamics of power and politics, and Caribbean diaspora identity.

Nari Ward: Sun Splashed was curated by Diana Nawi, associate curator at the Pérez Art Museum Miami.

"Few 21st-century artists have made stronger and more textured visual statements about racism, failed justice, and exile-at-home than this one has. And none have come up with images more poetic." —The New York Times

Additional venues:
The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, April 26–September 4, 2017

Curator at the Columbus Museum of Art was David Stark, chief curator.

Additional venues:
The Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio, June 10–September 11, 2016

Picasso: The Great War, Experimentation and Change was sponsored by Morgan Stanley. The contributing sponsor was Comcast NBCUniversal. The exhibition was made possible by the generosity of individual contributors to the Barnes Foundation Exhibition Fund and the Rittenhouse Hotel. Additional support was provided by the Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz Exhibition Fund and the Robert Lehman Foundation. The exhibition was supported by an indemnity from the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities.

*Picasso: The Great War, Experimentation and Change* was sponsored by Morgan Stanley. The contributing sponsor was Comcast NBCUniversal. The exhibition was made possible by the generosity of individual contributors to the Barnes Foundation Exhibition Fund and the Rittenhouse Hotel. Additional support was provided by the Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz Exhibition Fund and the Robert Lehman Foundation. The exhibition was supported by an indemnity from the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities.
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“The perfect complement to the museum’s wealth of French impressionist and post-impressionist paintings.” — *Elle Décor*


*Live and Life Will Give You Pictures: Masterworks of French Photography, 1890–1950* was curated by Thom Collins, executive director and president of the Barnes Foundation.

The exhibition was organized by the Barnes Foundation in conjunction with art2art Circulating Exhibitions.

*Live and Life Will Give You Pictures: Masterworks of French Photography, 1890–1950* was sponsored by Comcast NBCUniversal and U.S. Trust, Bank of America Private Wealth Management. The exhibition was also made possible by the generosity of individual contributors to the Barnes Foundation Exhibition Fund. Additional support was provided by the Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz Exhibition Fund, the Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation, and the Rittenhouse Hotel.

As part of the Art in our Communities® program, a display of sixteen photographs from the Bank of America Collection, which complemented the works included in *Live and Life Will Give You Pictures*, was presented on the Barnes Foundation’s Lower Level.

The Barnes Foundation gratefully acknowledges generous support from the William Penn Foundation and the Horace Goldsmith Foundation for the special exhibition program this year.
Archives and Special Collections

Changing displays of materials from the Barnes Foundation archives are shown in vitrines on the Foundation’s Lower Level.

**Cher Matisse (Fall 2016–Spring 2017)**

Selected letters and photographs exchanged between 1930 and 1933 reveal the warm relationship between Albert C. Barnes and Henri Matisse. Materials on view for this presentation include photographs that Matisse sent from his studio in Nice, France, depicting The Dance mural in process, and a heartfelt condolence letter sent to Laura Barnes in 1952.

In 2016, the Barnes received generous funding from the Sherman Fairchild Foundation, the Richard C. von Hess Foundation, and the Sansom Foundation to further the preservation of its 365 works of art on paper, 280 of which are permanently installed in the Collection Gallery. This funding allows for conservation treatment and development of a long-term preservation plan for the collection of works on paper. Conservation treatment and rehousing of 40 works on paper was completed in 2016 by the Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts.

The Foundation continued the multi-year project, begun in 2015, of recoating the metal objects displayed on the walls of the Collection Gallery. The treatment consists of removing old coatings, cleaning the surface of the metal, and applying a protective wax coating to the object. This year, the conservation department completed the treatment of 162 metal objects.

German. Hinge, 17th century.
01.14.04. Image © 2017 The Barnes Foundation

Before

After
Also in 2016, the Barnes began research for *Cézanne in the Barnes Foundation*, the forthcoming catalogue raisonné of the Foundation’s Cézanne collection, which—with 61 oil paintings, 6 watercolors, and 2 lithographs—is among the most significant in the world. Research for this publication has been undertaken by an international team of scholars under the direction of Sylvie Patry, deputy director for collections & exhibitions and Gund Family Chief Curator. Among the work completed in 2016 by the Barnes conservation and curatorial teams was an examination of related materials in the Foundation’s archives and an initial technical review of 60 of Cézanne’s oil paintings.
Programs

**Room 21: A Site-Specific Musical Performance by Jace Clayton**

In September 2016, to coincide with the Philadelphia Fringe Festival, the Barnes presented *Room 21*, a site-specific, hour-long musical piece composed by Jace Clayton in response to the contents of room 21 of Barnes collection. The project, featuring a diverse ensemble of more than a dozen musicians, was curated by Lee Tusman in association with Ars Nova Workshop and supported by The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage.

**Party on the Parkway: Flex-N-Barnes**

In July 2016, the Barnes presented a free program featuring a “flexing” dance performance—an expressive, unique, high-energy dance inspired by the Jamaican dance style “bruk up.” The performance was followed by a discussion on art as activism led by flexing pioneer Reggie “Regg Roc” Gray in conversation with Loraine Ballard Morrill, iHeartMedia’s director of news and community affairs. Attendees also enjoyed access to the exhibition *Nari Ward: Sun Splashed*. This program was sponsored by Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects | Partners.
PROGRAMS

Free First Sundays
The Barnes offers free admission to the galleries and public programs on the first Sunday of every month. Visitors are welcome to attend talks, performances, and hands-on activities throughout the day. The Barnes partners with community organizations throughout the Philadelphia region to present programming that aligns with themes of interest to diverse audiences. In 2016, the Barnes worked with 33 community partners on this programming and welcomed 20,464 visitors to Free First Sundays. Free First Sundays are generously presented by PECO.

First Fridays
The Barnes is open into the evening on the first Friday of every month, with live music, performances, and access to the collection and exhibitions. First Friday! is one of the Barnes Foundation’s most popular events, attracting approximately 500 guests of all ages each month. First Fridays are sponsored by Blue Moon.
Admission Initiatives

In 2016, 24,000 adults, teens, and children experienced the Barnes Foundation thanks to special admission initiatives, including the Blue Star Museums program; ACCESS Admission, a city-wide initiative led by Art-Reach; and Free First Sundays, presented by PECO. Additional free programs in 2016 included the Nari Ward: Sun Splashed open house in August and the Barnes open house: Art After Hours and Holiday Pop-Up Market in December.

The Barnes Foundation is home to many breathtaking event spaces. Corporations, nonprofit organizations, and individuals utilize the Barnes as a venue for their special events. In 2016, the Barnes hosted more than 200 events of various scopes and sizes.
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The Honorable Joyce Keen
and Dr. Herbert Keen
Mr. Richard Kipp
Mr. and Mrs. Berton
E. Korman
Mr. and Mrs. Takashi
Kousaka
Mr. Daniel J. Lasdon
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lassin
Rochelle F. and Robert
P. Levy
The Lurie Family
Foundation
Joan W. Mackie
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon
B. Margolis
Mr. and Mrs. David G.
Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
R. Marshall
Stephanie and
John McGowan
Jim and Valerie McKinney
David R. McShane
Susan and Frank Mechura
Colleen Melchiorre
Mr. Mark R. Mills
Dr. and Mrs. Donald
E. Morel
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Morse
Ann and Troy Moss
Dr. and Mrs. Khalil
Gibran Muhammad
Stephanie and
Michael Naidoff
The National Arts Program
Helen Stambler Neuberger
and Jim Neuberger
Mr. and Mrs. James Nolen IV
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Nutt
Mr. James E. O’Neill and
Mr. David A. Rubin
Ms. Beth S. Paterno
James and Ellen Patton
Cantor Marshall A. Portnoy
Dr. Sara and
Dr. Mario Rafalin
Elizabeth A. Reilly
Jay and Gretchen Riley
Dr. and Mrs. Milton L. Rock
The Rodin Family Trust
Sue Perel Rosefsky
Robin and
Mark Rubenstein
Pat and Scott Sanders
Barry F. Schwartz
Peter W. Schwitzer
Irene and Fred Shabel
Joanne and Bruce Shanzer
Iris and Greg Shea
Marc and Nancy Shrier
Dr. John S. Sierocki and
Ms. Dania M. Salerno
John K. Smith, CPCU
Priscilla and Stockton
N. Smith
Rowland and Elaine Smith
Ellen B. Solms
Ann R. and Harold Sorgenti
Gillian and Robert Steel
Keith and Jim Straw
Hadia and Jay Tolson
Pat and Phil Turberg
Sally Walker and
Tom Gilmore
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
H. Wallace
Dr. R. J. Wallner
Bennett and
Judie Weinstock
Deborah D. Weise
Ms. Joanne T. Welsh
Richard and
Beatrice Wernick
Deborah R. Willig and
Kathryn M. Casey, PhD
Lisa M. Witomski and
James A. Scott
Mr. Richard Wollfington
Mrs. Richard Worchester
Ms. Lisa Worthy
Ana Maria Zaugg and
David Anstice
Anonymous (3)

CIRCLE MEMBER
Carol and Bennett Aaron
Actua USA Corporation
Ms. Dee Adams and
Mr. Nick Adams
Mr. Harry F. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. James
L. Alexandre
The Honorable Jacqueline
F. Allen
Dr. and Mrs. Paul
S. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
J. Arem
Drs. Arthur and
Carolyn Asbury
Brent and Kelly Asplundh
Mary Louise Barton and
Martin Fumo
Dick and Clark Baruch
Diane and Robert Bass
Dr. Frances B. Baylson and
The Honorable
Michael M. Baylson
Richard and Eileen Bazelon
Sally J. Bellet, Esq.
Mr. Peter A. Benoliel and
Mrs. Willo Carey
Alexis Berg and
Joel Marmar
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Berman
Mr. and Mrs. Rodman
W. Moorhead II
Ann and Tom Morris
Mr. and Mrs. John Moyer
Susan Mucciarone and
David Moore
Kathleen Mulhern
Ms. Agnes M. Mulroney
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
F. Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. John
Brief Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy
Ms. Carolyn B. Nagy
Karen and Asuka Nakahara
Mr. Jeff Neuman
Jennifer Khoury Newcomb
and Andrew Newcomb
Mrs. Libby Newman
Peter and Kathryn Novak
Mr. Timothy Nugent
and Mrs. Rebecca
Calder-Nugent
Mr. Joseph A. O’Connor, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
M. O’Donnell
Jennifer O’Hare
Mrs. Zoë S. Pappas
Mr. and Mrs. John Park
David and Linda Paskin
Mr. and Mrs. Lanny
R. Patten
Mr. and Mrs. William
C. Patterson
Ms. Valerie Pearce and
Ms. Kimberly Pearce
Diane J. Petrosky
Mr. Derek Pew
Laurie Phillips and
Barry A. Milberg
Mrs. Vivian W. Piasecki
Mr. and Mrs. Leo W.
Pierce, Jr.
Rich and Krista Pinola
Dr. Christian Pizarro
Judy Pote
The Honorable
Gene E. Pratter and
Mr. Robert Pratter
Tim and Olivia Rabe
Paulette and Julian Rackow
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
Reichman
Deborah Reik and
Andrew Levinson
Midge Rendell
Edward M. Resovsky
Judith Richter
Malcolm T. Riley, Jr.
Joseph J. Rishel
Sharon Y. Ritt
Jane and Paul Rittmaster
Mr. and Mrs. David
Robinson
Linda and Hal Robinson
Renée H. Rollin
Mr. and Mrs. Donald
J. Rosato
Dr. and Mrs. B.
Walter Rosen
Ms. Eileen Rosenau
Mr. Sidney Rosenblatt
Ms. Ann Rosewater and
Mr. Robert Kronley
Mrs. Idell R. Rosner
Richard and
Marsha Rothman
Jerry and Bernice
Rubenstein
Ms. Jeanne Ruddy and
Mr. Victor Keen
Neil and
Angelica Rudenstine
Dr. Jessica Russo and
Mr. John Russo
Mr. Will Sachse and
Mrs. Carolyn Hazard
Ms. Penny Satell-Berman
Savitz Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. James
R. Schaeffer
Roslyn and
Charles Schaffer
Susan Schaffer and
Michael Rogan
Dr. and Mrs. John
S. Schmader
Pamela and Alan Schreiber
Carole L. Schultz
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Scott
Howard J. Sedran and
Martha Levine
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard
L. Segal
Dr. and Mrs. Murray
W. Seitchik
Nick and Jean Selch
Antoinette Farrar Seymour
Mike and Pam Sharp
Mrs. Bambi M. Siegfried
Jon C. and Karen Poul Sirlin
Steven and Donna Slovak
Mr. David Gary Smith and
Ms. Ann Ricksecker
Ms. Eileen Z. Smithe
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smyth
Mr. Richard W. Snowden
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Sokolov
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Speare
Mrs. Anne Speyer
Larry and Linda Spivack
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Stern
Mary Jo and
Frank Strawbridge
Ms. Chemi Suzuki and
Ms. Margaret Dizerega
Commissioner David Sweet
Margaretha Talerman
Mrs. Roberta R. Tanenbaum
Professor Marilyn J. Taylor
John and Maureen Tierney
Maud and Brian Tierney
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Verratti
Aaron Jordan Wagner/
South Street Philly Bagels
Ross Waller and
Ann Huebner
Ellen Weisberg and
Joe Nagy
Susan and David West
Marian and John Weston
Renata and
Linton Whitaker
Ms. Allison Whiting
Ms. Robin Wiessmann and
Mr. Ken Jarin
Beth and Bill Williams
Marie and Eric Wimmer
Mrs. Robin H. Windt
Richard and
Diane Woosnam
Jeanne Wrobeski, Esq.
Mr. F. Gordon Yasinow
Dr. and Mrs. Robert
C. Young
Dr. Nevine Zariffa
Ms. Josephine F. Zelov
Mr. Andy Zuccotti and
Ms. Margaret Zuccotti
Anonymous

CIRCLE
CONTEMPORARIES
Mr. John Appleby and
Ms. Elena Sents
Alexander Mason Hankin
Ms. Danielle Hankin
Mr. Bradley Holden
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
B. McCabe IV
Mr. Clayton Parrett
Mr. and Mrs. John Roberts
Dr. Joseph Sobanko
Ms. Dunham Townend and
Mr. John Churchill

BARNES
CONTEMPORARIES
Ms. Adrienne Aranita
Mr. Greg Berry
Ms. Erin Bushnell
Ms. Kit Byrne
Dr. Jennifer Caudle
Mr. and Mrs. Brett Ciarelli
Ms. Lorraine Corlet
Mr. Ross Currie and
Ms. Jillian Ivey
Mr. Leo Fields
Ms. Michelle Friedman and
Ms. Danielle Friedman
Ms. Katie Griffin and
Mr. TJ Tarrant
Ms. Elisabeth Hill
Mr. Evan Hughes
Mr. Johnny Im
Ms. Dayna Imam
Mr. Jacob Kind
Ms. Susan Kinsey
Mr. Joseph Korna
Ms. Regina Latella
Mr. David Lieberman
John-David Mallach
Ms. Allison Maloomian
Ms. Meghan Moore and
Mr. Charles Murphy
Ms. Melissa Page
Dr. Ashish Patel
Mrs. Emilie Kress Perlo and
Mr. Anthony Perlo
Ms. Elizabeth Plowman
Ms. Marquita Robinson
Ms. MacKenzie Roebuck-Walsh
Mr. David Sloane
Mr. Seth Stroback
Mr. Jared Susco and
Ms. Christopher Stearns
Ms. Maria Villamar

Foundations
and Trusts

$25,000+
Barra Foundation
The Giorgi Family
Foundation
The Horace W. Goldsmith
Foundation
Leslie Miller and Richard
Worley Foundation
The M&T Charitable
Foundation
Marina Kellen French
Foundation
Neubauer Family
Foundation
The Pew Center for Arts &
Heritage
The Richard C. von Hess
Foundation
Sherman Fairchild
Foundation
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Corporations and Organizations

Exhibitions, Education, Public Programs, and Special Projects Gifts

$25,000+
American Airlines
Bank of America
The Boeing Company
Chubb
Comcast NBCUniversal
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP
Gym Source
Morgan Stanley
The National Endowment for the Arts
NBC 10 | Telemundo 62
Oriligo Beverage
PECO
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
PNC
Radio One
UM Holdings Ltd.
Universa...
Reverend Sue Locke Houston
Jean and Lon Homeier
Mr. and Mrs. K. Peter Hurd
Dr. Lesley Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. James Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Jackson
Mrs. Mary S. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Krosky
Barbara and Harvey Kroiz
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Kroch
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Kraeutler
Ms. Paula Koda and Mr. Robert Shakman
Mr. and Mrs. William Kander
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kahn, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kahn, Jr.
Aiko Kamei and Charles W. Mooney, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert G. Kanarick
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Kander
Mr. Andrew Kaplan
Emanuel Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. William Kemp
Sara and John Kirkpatrick
Mr. and Mrs. William Klein
Ms. Paula Koda and Mr. John Trescot
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Kraeutler
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Kroch
Barbara and Harvey Kroiz
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Krosky
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. Kurtz
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Larcade
Ms. Jane Lavelle and Mr. Andrew T. Costarino
Ms. De Vita Ledgister
Elizabeth and Robert Legnini
Mr. David Leone
Ms. Ann Lesch
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Lesnik
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Lesser
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Levengood
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Levinson
Mr. Gie Liem
Mr. Beng Light and Mr. Dale Light
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lile
Ms. Chao-Chi Lin and Mr. David Riz
Mr. Michael Lukasek
Dr. and Mrs. Solomon Luo
Mr. James MacNew
Mrs. Tracy L. Maeter
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Magid
Ms. Frances Marbury
Mr. Julian Maressa
Mr. James Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Massau
Mr. Darrell Matthews
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. James McGrath
Mr. and Mrs. Sam S. McKeel
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence McLaughlin
Ms. Marge McLaughlin and Mr. Donald Bakove
Mr. Michael McMahon
Henry S. McNeil
Mr. and Mrs. David McQuiston
Dr. and Mrs. William Mestichelli
Mr. and Mrs. John Meuwissen
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Meyers
Ms. Cynthia Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Mooney
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Moore
Ms. Joan M. Moran and Mr. William J. Fenza
Ms. Jane Morgan and Mr. James Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Morris
Bonnie and Peter Motel
Mr. Richard Muchnik
Ms. Joan L. Mueller and Mr. Philip Lian
Ms. Wendy Newlon and Mr. Michael Murray
Dr. Christine Newman and Ms. Eileen Bruns
Mr. Robert Oakes
Mr. and Mrs. John O’Breza
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Oliver
Mr. Joseph O’Mara
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan H. Orenstein
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy O’Shaughnessy
Ms. Patricia Patrizi and Mr. Elias Tanner
Ms. Jane G. Pepper
Ms. Letty Piper
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Pizzi
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Podolnick
Mr. and Mrs. John Pottage
Ms. Virginia Powell
Ms. Gavrielle Profeta and Mr. Joseph Profeta
Ms. Laura Raab
Ms. Susan D. Ravenscroft
Ms. Sheila Reckmeyer
Mr. William Reimert
Mr. Joseph F. Ricchiuti
Dr. and Mrs. Gresham Riley Sandra and Philip Ringo
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Ritter III
Ms. Elizabeth Robertshaw
Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn Rodgers
Ms. Onie Rollins
Dr. and Mrs. James Ryland
Mr. and Mrs. Keith L. Sachs
W. Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Sager
Ms. Linda Sagman
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Salata
Marilyn C. Sanborne and Richard J. Labowskie
Mr. Robert Santer and Ms. Laura Nebel
Ms. Michele Sassaman
Ms. Pauline Scalvino
Mrs. Judith McCartin Scheide
Karen and Andy Schmitt
Susan and William Schwartz
Mr. Robert Shakman
Ms. Barbara Shapiro and Mr. Donald Pyskapec
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Shaver
Mr. Steve Shihadeh
Mr. Paul Siegel
Ms. Elise Singer and Mr. Don Perelman
Ms. Janet Skimore and Mr. Emilio Emini
Ms. Eve Slap
Mr. Kevan T. Slattery
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith III
Ms. Hether H. Smith
Amy Sosnov
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. Specter
Mr. Kenneth Stanley
Mr. John Strange
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sykora
Ms. Deborah Talbot
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Tamaro
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Taran
Ms. Nancy A. Teringer
Mr. and Mrs. William Thorkelson
Ms. Janice Tomko and Mr. David Spindel
Ms. Michalene Torbik
Mr. David Trautenberg
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tremblay
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Trumbull
Mr. Chris Tsouris, Jr.
Ms. Julie Ueberle and Mr. Steven Wall
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Unruh
Mr. Robert K. Urquhart
Mr. and Mrs. Donald V. Urquhart
Mr. Irad Valentine
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Vegega
Ms. Kathleen Vick and Mr. Stephen A. Stack
Ms. Domenica Vinci
Ms. Diane Vuocolo and Mr. Alvin Gross
Ms. Jeanne Waite
Ms. Catherine A. Walker and Mr. Paul M. O’Gara
Ms. Yoly Ward and Mr. Mirek Klabal
Mr. David Walters
Mr. Michael Wax
Ms. Jeannine Webber and Mr. David W. Webber
Mr. Jeffrey G. Weil
Ms. Lorina Weir and Mr. Mark A. Sheehan
Dr. Nancy Weiss and Dr. Stuart Weiss
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Weiss
Mr. Stephen B. Weitzenhofer
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew A. White
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Widner
Ms. Elizabeth Williams and Mr. Charles Kelsh
Ms. Diane M. Winslow and Mr. Michael J. Smolenski
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Wojnovich
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. Zeller
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Zimmerman
Ms. Raezelle Zimnick and Dr. Brian Hanna
Anonymous (2)
Gifts in Honor and in Memory

Gifts in Honor of Nancy Barth
Mr. Walter J. Bodek  
Ms. Jean E. St. John

Gifts in Honor of Rona Frank
Ms. Debra Dawson  
Dr. Marilyn Deutsch  
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Hirchstein

Gifts in Honor of Jeanette and Joe Neubauer
Ms. Neysa C. Adams  
Ms. Ruth DuBois and The Honorable Jan E. DuBois  
Mrs. Bonnie Eisner  
Ms. Lynne Foster and Mr. Barry Marcus  
Ms. Sherri Jurgens and Mr. Michael Ross  
Stephanie and Michael Naidoff  
Marsha and Jeffrey Perelman  
Mr. and Mrs. Morey S. Rosenbloom  
Mr. and Mrs. Martin W. Spector  
Mr. and Mrs. Sam L. Warshawer  
Mr. and Mrs. Barton J. Winokur  
Peg and Phil Zminda

Gifts in Honor of Robin Weissmann and Ken Jarin
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Konugres  
Mr. and Mrs. William Shockley

Gifts in Memory of Esther J. Mccrea
Helen and Aaron Gelstine  
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Magil  
Ms. Mary Papan  
Ms. Jean Seelig  
Ms. Julia A. Stein and Mr. John W. Goldsborough  
Dr. Susan Wiegers and Dr. Barry Goldstein

Gifts in Honor
Dr. and Mrs. James D. Albert  
In honor of Nina Albert  
Ms. Karen Campbell  
In honor of Carrie and Bill Rosenthal  
Ms. Elizabeth A. Galen  
In honor of Danielle Nahmias and Richard Scruggs  
Angela V. B. Hudson  
In honor of Thom Collins  
Ms. Jane S. Jones  
In honor of Barbara Abrahams  
Carol Kline and Donald Rosenberg  
In honor of Jo Stein  
Ms. Courtney Korselt  
In honor of Piotr Guimier  
Mr. Jerry Magill  
In honor of Sheldon Weintraub  
Ms. Kathleen Mulligan  
In honor of Judge Jacqueline Allen  
Arthur L. Scinta, Esq.  
In honor of Nina Diefenbach  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Silverman  
In honor of Emily Oouch  
Mr. and Mrs. John Stern  
In honor of Katherine and Keith Sachs

Gifts in Memory
Mr. David Altman  
In memory of Louise Altman  
Beneficial Bank  
In memory of Tricia Bell Cuddy  
Mr. John Carey  
In memory of Patricia F. Carey  
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry E. Katz  
In memory of Ruth Rolnick  
Mr. Bruce Montgomery  
In memory of Diane Manwaring  
Deborah Schandler  
In memory of Shirlene Coyne

Planning your gift to the Barnes Legacy Society

The Barnes Legacy Society recognizes and honors the generosity of friends and members who have made a commitment to the future of this institution by including the Barnes Foundation in their estate plans. Making a planned gift is a thoughtful way to contribute significantly to the future of the Barnes Foundation.

Whether in the form of a bequest, trust, retirement assets, or charitable gift annuity, your gift would inspire art and horticulture enthusiasts, help sustain our extraordinary collection, and provide for our dynamic educational programs for generations to come. Additionally, such a gift would be eligible for an estate tax charitable deduction equal to the entire amount of the bequest.

If you are planning to include the Barnes Foundation in your estate plan, please let us know. We would like to thank you for your generosity by including you in the Legacy Society. If you would like to discuss your plans or would like more information about ways to support the future of the Barnes, please contact us by phone at 215.278.7116 or visit barnesfoundation.org.

Sample Testamentary Language

Unrestricted Bequest
I give to the Barnes Foundation, a Pennsylvania nonprofit corporation located at 2025 Benjamin Franklin Parkway, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for its general purposes the sum of _________________________________.

Restricted Bequest
I give to the Barnes Foundation, a Pennsylvania nonprofit corporation located at 2025 Benjamin Franklin Parkway, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the sum of _________________________________.

The Barnes Foundation does not provide legal or tax advice to individuals, and encourages you to discuss your charitable goals with your legal, tax, and financial advisors. The preceding language is provided to facilitate that discussion.

The Barnes Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation, contributions to which are tax deductible under §170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code. Our federal tax identification number is 23-6000149.
### Volunteer Leadership Committees

#### ALUMNI COMMITTEE
- Ann Moss, Co-Chair
- Lucille Amadie, Co-Chair
- Linda Cummiskey
- Mary Anne Diamond
- Martha Harris
- Diane Newbury
- Iris Shea
- Bambi Siegfried
- Phyllis Slocum
- Kathy Spagnola
- Maud Tierney

#### CORPORATE LEADERSHIP BOARD
- Mr. Thomas K. Whitford, Board Liaison
- Mr. David L. Cohen, Chair
- Mr. Gerard P. Cuddy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Jay A. Dubow</td>
<td>Partner Pepper Hamilton LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Christopher C. Dumont</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. David J. Feldman</td>
<td>Senior Vice President and Regional Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. David J. Feldman</td>
<td>President First American Title Insurance Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Michael D. Fleming</td>
<td>Head, Corporate Brand and Community Partnerships GSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Michael C. Forman</td>
<td>Chairman and Chief Executive Officer FS Investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Richard E. Frick</td>
<td>Executive Director Morgan Stanley Wealth Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Sheila S. Gallucci-Davis</td>
<td>Vice President, General Counsel, Corporate Responsibility and Philanthropy Subaru of America, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Mark Graham</td>
<td>Executive Vice President Wilmington Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Naveen P. Kakarla</td>
<td>President and Chief Executive Officer Hersha Hospitality Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. James A. Lebovitz</td>
<td>Partner Dechert LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. David H. Lipson, Jr.</td>
<td>Chairman and CEO Philadelphia Magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Tod J. MacKenzie</td>
<td>Senior Vice President for Communications and Public Affairs Aramark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Thomas J. McGarrigle</td>
<td>Partner Reed Smith LLP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Mr. David L. Cohen, Chair
Senior Executive Vice President
Comcast NBCUniversal

Mr. Gerard P. Cuddy
President and Chief Executive Officer
Beneficial Bank
Ms. Susan P. Mucciarone  
Director of Private Client Relationship Management  
The Glenmede Trust Company

Mr. Adam S. Roth  
Partner  
Deloitte LLP

Mr. Thomas D. Schwenger  
Managing Director, North America Life Sciences Accenture

Ms. Alexandra von Plato  
President and Global Chief Creative Officer  
Publicis Healthcare Communications Group

Mr. Steven R. Wall  
Managing Partner of Practice  
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP

Mr. Jeffrey G. Weil  
Co-Chair, Litigation Section  
Cozen O’Connor

Ms. Michelle Wilkes  
Advisory Market Leader  
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Mr. Rhett D. Workman  
Managing Director, Airport Affairs  
American Airlines

**PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS COUNCIL**

Mr. Sheldon M. Bonovitz, Board Liaison  
Chairman Emeritus  
Duane Morris LLP

Mr. Lawrence J. Arem  
Partner  
Klehr Harrison Harvey Branzburg LLP

Mr. Martyn Babitz  
Wealth Strategist  
BNY Mellon

Mr. Lawrence S. Chane  
Partner  
Blank Rome LLP

Ms. Nina L. Cohen  
Managing Director and Director of Endowment and Foundation Advisory  
The Glenmede Trust Company

Mr. Daniel R. Cooper  
Partner  
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP

Mr. Bernard Eizen  
Shareholder  
Flaster/Greenberg PC

Ms. Julia Fisher  
Managing Director and Wealth Advisor  
JPMorgan Chase & Company

Mr. Lawrence F. Gilberti  
Partner  
Reed Smith LLP

Ms. Lisa S. Presser Goldberg  
Partner  
Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

Mr. Michael D. Grohman  
Partner  
Duane Morris LLP

Mr. Paul C. Heintz  
Partner  
Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel LLP

Mr. John C. Hook  
Partner  
The Glenmede Trust Company

Mr. Troy Hottenstein  
Private Wealth Advisor, EHZ Group  
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

Ms. Margaret H. Isdale  
Founder  
Wealth Haven

Ms. Julia Fisher  
Managing Director and Wealth Advisor  
JPMorgan Chase & Company

Mr. Andrew Kaplan  
Vice President  
Raymond James & Associates, Inc.

Ms. Carol G. Kroch  
Managing Director, Wealth and Philanthropic Planning  
Wilmington Trust

Mr. Robert H. Louis  
Senior Partner  
Saul Ewing LLP

Mr. John J. Medveckis  
Partner  
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP

Mr. Francis J. Mirabello  
Partner  
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP

Mr. Tuan Nguyen  
Executive Director, Investment Specialist  
JPMorgan Chase & Company

Mr. David B. Pudlin  
President and Chief Executive Officer  
Hangley Aronchick Segal Pudlin & Schiller

Mr. Grant Rawdin  
Founder and Chief Executive Officer  
Wescott Financial Advisory Group LLC

Ms. Nicole Pullen Ross  
Managing Director, Investment Management  
Goldman Sachs

Ms. Marilyn C. Sanborne  
Partner  
Ballard Spahr LLP

Mr. Gregory C. Sarian  
Managing Director and Partner  
HighTower Advisors LLC

Mr. Mark L. Silow  
Firmwide Managing Partner  
Fox Rothschild LLP

Mr. Robert F. Stiles  
Vice President, Business Development  
The Haverford Trust Company

Ms. Amy S. Ufberg  
Partner  
Dechert LLP

Mr. Bradford H. Winton  
Vice President  
Citi Private Bank

Mr. W. Steven Woodward  
Founding Partner  
Gadsden Schneider & Woodward, LLP
Staff and Volunteers

Staff of the Barnes Foundation

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Thomas Collins, Executive Director and President
Elizabeth Blodgett, Executive Assistant

ART AND ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS
Archives, Library and Special Collections
Barbara Anne Beaucar, Archivist
Amanda McKnight, Associate Archivist and Librarian

Conservation
Barbara Buckley, Senior Director of Conservation and Chief Conservator of Paintings
Margaret Little, Senior Conservator of Objects
Anna Shutov, Associate Conservator of Paintings
Jennifer Castle, Conservation Coordinator
P. Timothy Gierschick II, Preparator
Matthew Pruden, Preparator
Margaret Barkovic, Graduate Conservation Intern

Curatorial
Sylvie Patry, Deputy Director for Collections & Exhibitions and Gund Family Chief Curator
Eliza Bjorkman, Curatorial Assistant and Exhibitions Coordinator

Exhibitions
Judith Tannenbaum, Guest Curator

Publications
Johanna Halford-MacLeod, Senior Director of Publications
Claire Aelion-Moss, Writer and Editor
Hannah White, Assistant Editor
Olivia Verdugo, Graphic Designer

Registrar
Andrea Čakars, Registrar
Robin Craren, Collections Administrative Assistant

Visual Resources
Kerry Annos, Visual Resources Manager

EDUCATION
Martha Lucy, PhD, Deputy Director for Education & Public Programs and Curator
Ross Mitchell, Director of Barnes-de Mazia Education and Outreach Programs
Leslie Fishel, Executive Assistant
Alia Palumbo, Education Coordinator

Art Education
Bill Perthes, Senior Instructor/Art Aesthetics
Michael Rossman, Adjunct Instructor/Art Aesthetics
Adjunct Art Instructors
Marilyn Bauman
Leslie Bowen
André Dombrowski, PhD
Albert Gury
Deborah Krupp
Camran Mani
David Nolan
Mathew Palczynski, PhD
Peter Paone
Christine Stoughton
Mary Walker

*As of December 31, 2016
# Family Programs
- Miriam White, Family Programs Coordinator

# K–12 and Education Programs
- Jennifer Nadler, Director of Pre-K–12 and Educator Programs
- Tiffany Allen, Grow Up Great Program Coordinator
- Stephanie Stern, K–12 Programs Assistant Manager
- Alexander Conner, Gallery Educator
- Jihan Thomas
- Colleen Wilson, Outreach Coordinator: Art of Looking
- Emily Addis, Outreach Coordinator
- Teaching Artists
- Susan Dubrunfaut
- Jamie Merwin
- Susan Mundheim
- Diane Pieri
- Jennifer Turnbull

# Public Programs
- Kathleen Greene, Public Programs Manager
- Robert Whalen, Public Programs Manager
- Katherine Skovira, Public Programs Coordinator

# Volunteer Management
- Pamela Birmingham, Volunteer and Gallery Guide Manager
- Martha Blood, Volunteer Management Coordinator

# Membership
- Katharine Kalkstein, Membership Manager
- Allison Hardt, Membership Coordinator

# Development Services
- Kerstin Gaber, Prospect and Development Data Analyst
- Caroline Fox, Prospect Research Coordinator

# Institutional Giving
- Belén Paley Cox, Director of Institutional Giving
- Morgan Davidson, Institutional Giving Associate

# Major Gifts
- Katie Adams, Director of Leadership Gifts
- Linda Scribner Paskin, Director of Major Gifts
- Holly Luff, Donor Engagement Coordinator

# Annual Giving Programs
- William Cary, Director of Annual Giving Programs

# Circles
- Emily Goldsleger, Circles Program Manager
- Michael Zimmerman, Annual Giving Programs Coordinator

# Corporate Council
- Katherine Andrews, Corporate Programs Manager

# Digital & Visitor Experience
- Shelley Bernstein, Deputy Director for Digital Initiatives & Chief Experience Officer

# Information Technology
- Steven Brady, Director of Information Technology
- Deepthi Nune, Information Technology Specialist
- Heather Hamilton, Business Systems Coordinator

# Audio-Visual
- Stephen Lewis, Audio-Visual Manager
- Audio-Visual Technicians
- Thomas Costello
- Tamar Dachoach
- Milos Djordjevic
- Haley Martin
- Gillen Riggs
- Evan Schaffer

# Visitor Services
- Conor Hepp, Director of Visitor Services
- Fairley Hopkins, Visitor Services Manager
- Nick Feldman, Floor Supervisor
- Ryan Foley, Floor Supervisor
- Stephanie Koniers, Floor Supervisor

# Marketing & Public Relations
- Deirdre Maher, Director of Communications
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Facilities
Jennifer Burke, Facilities Manager
Prentice Funderburk, Maintenance Supervisor
Glenn Snyder, Facilities Project Coordinator
Ruth Abrams, Facilities Assistant

Finance
Christine Ryder, Director of Finance
Samantha Mukoyama, Accounting Supervisor
Traci Phillips, Accounting Coordinator
Hilary Doyle, Financial Analyst
Alison Romich, Payroll Coordinator

Group Sales
Rebekah Gable, Group Sales Manager
Colleen Delaney, Group Sales Assistant

Human Resources
Roslyn Schaffer, Chief Human Resources Officer
Sarah Stulga, Human Resources Coordinator

Ker-Feal
Edmond Cocci, Caretaker

Retail Operations
Julie Steiner, Director of Retail Operations

James Thomson, Shop Assistant Manager
Kenneth Avella, Shop Floor Supervisor
Tia Bianchini, Inventory Supervisor
Amanda Vaden, Senior Shop Sales Associate
Barnes Shop Sales Associates

Katharine Shulman
Jonathan Stevens

Curatorial
Emily Edwards, Intern
Kara Yenkevich, Intern
Diana Maddison

Publications
Kira Bellis, Intern
Sydney Corimes, Intern
Sylvia Epstein, Intern
Evelyn Adler
Susan Perry

Registrar
Sophia Brocenos, Intern

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Blake Oetting, Intern

ART AND ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS
Archives, Library and Special Collections
Chelsea Houck
Lillian Kinney, Intern

Conservation
Yan Ling Choi, Intern
Elizabeth DaCrema, Intern
Erin Cunningham, Intern
Tess Wei, Intern

Art Education Interns
Salina Beattie
Heather Jackson
Alexis Ngo
Melissa Revell
Hector Tapia
Volunteers
Emma Pitcairn
School Group Guides
Anita Beckett
Penny Bernick
Judith Caplan
John Carideo
Susan Cole
Mary Ann Crutchlow
Faith Edelman
Marianne Fernsler
Bonnie Kauffman
Lainie Leitzell
Renée Marguiles

Maria Peet
Cheryl Pinkus
Rachel Porat
Julie Stell

Docents
Brenda Abrams
David Adler
Kristina Antoniades
Gabrielle Aruta
Jey Auritt
Nancy Barth
Yvonne Bartman
Nancy Bennett
Carolyn Berenato
Judy Billman
Jonas Brachfeld
Dorothy Breed
Kim Campbell
Cynthia Carolan
Elaine Carter
Anita Cohen
Patricia Conte
Jerry Coxe
Annabelle Curran
Beverly Cutler
Virginia Dever Lovitz
Carole Elkin
Carol Estornell
Stella Fink
Rona Frank
Diane Freedman
Lori Fried
Barbara Frishberg
Nancy Gabel
Carol Gladstone
Deborah Glass
Maxwell Gorson
Nadine Gorson
Noah Gorson
Mary Graham

Joan Greenfeld
Anita Halpern
Penelope Hansen
Katherine Harlan
Charlotte Heller
Hildy Jaffe
Dorothy Kardon
Ellen Kimbel
Carol Kline
Mary Ann Koller
Rita Korn
Delores Kramer
Mary Kramer
Barbara Kreuzel
Sheri Lebeau
Toby Lerner
Shirley Miller
Ann Moss
Lourene Nevels
Diane Petrosky
Barbara Podell
Barbara Portnow
Paula Rackow
Judith Richter
Malcolm Riley
Anne Robinson
Marian Robinson
Mel Seligson
Eileen Serxner
Bambi Siegfried
Judith Simpson
Phyllis Slocum
Wendy Smolen
Larry Spivack
Fran Stember
Catherine Ward
Sheldon Weintraub
Ida Wiener Moss
Susan Wolf
Scott Yaw

Volunteers of the Barnes Foundation

The Barnes Foundation

Angela Zager
Marcia Zimmerman

Family Programs
Lynn Apfelbaum
Suzanne Behmke
Gwen Blum
Kathleen Bright
Vicki Caloiero
Anna Collins
Mollie Conti
Diana Davidson
Karen Downing
Helene Estes
Jane Fayer
Lillian Hassman
Szuyin Huang
Samantha Hugg
Kristin Kimmell
Linda Markoff
Nancy Puklin
Judith Rosenbaum
Toby Schwab
Diana Scott
Rebecca Silver
Gwen Taylor
Michelle Trick
Gillian Wibble
Irene Wright

Public Programs
Maya Arthur, Intern
Lynda Black
Robyn Hampson
Michael O’Malley

Volunteer Management
Cassandra Brill
Janet Touchstone
ADVANCEMENT
Cashel McCarthy, Development Intern
Abigail Melay, Development Intern
Cathy Nassau

Marketing & Public Relations
Lauren Harnish, Intern
Katie Lee, Intern
Kelsey Miller, Intern

DIGITAL & VISITOR EXPERIENCE
Sunhee Ahn-Pardini
Georgienne Bednar
Klara Brodsky
Diann Brown
Suzanne Crandall
Joan D’Antonio
Susan Davidson
Susan Deutch
Amy Duffy
Reta Eisenberg
Victoria Galperin
Melissa Gilrain
Judith Goodwin
Ruth Hartz
Charlotte Heller
Erika Kindsfather
Joyce Kravitz
Robyn Lebovitz
Thomas Lo
Alan Niederman
Megan O’Rourke
Madeline Portnoy
Donald Santman
Annette Silvers
Robert Stern
Nelly Toll

Barbara Tortorello
Paula Veneri
Melanie Weiser

LEGAL
Michael Camastra, Intern
Harrison Haas, Intern
Minerva Pinto, Intern
John Rutkowski
Rebecca K. VanZandt, Esq.

LIVING COLLECTIONS
Natasha Vadas, Intern

Horticulture Education
Garden Guides
Dale Apple
Doreen Beaudreau
Edward Dixon
Thomas Donahue
Virgina Duerr
Richard Goalwin
Maureen Huffman
Orsolya Lazar
Connie Lotz
Denise Mielnicki
Joan Naide
Deborah Partenheimer
Barbara Sewell
Linda Walczak

FINANCE & OPERATIONS
Megan Tomey,
Finance Intern

Arboretum
Paula Burns
Thomas Campbell
Loretta DeMarco
Brooke Dillon
Anne Eiswerth

Taylor Farrell
Kristina Frazier
Sudie Herdman
Jothi Jurkofsky
Penelope Malish
Esther McCrea
Jeremy Middleman
Larry Potter
Kitty Rapalyea
Rick Sellano
Frank Steinmiller
Karla Stinger Stein
Michelle Strick
Jim Tarantino
Nancy Terramin
Nancy Trexler
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our donor lists. In the event of a discrepancy, please contact the Development Department at developmentservices@barnesfoundation.org or 215.278.7134. These lists reflect donors who have made gifts between January 1, 2016 and December 31, 2016.
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